
 





 

   
Pairing luxury with lifestyle, each Lexus Hotel Partner brings you an 
unique opportunity that transcends a traditional driving experience.
Drive to your preferred destination in a Lexus, then unwind with us 
and reward yourself with special offers at any of our hotel partners.

 

Please see your concierge for details on how you can experience a Lexus today.   

WITH LEXUS
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Lexus Owner Benefit: Lexus owners will receive a $100  
spa credit during their stay.
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Get wrapped up in the timeless elegance, 
romance, and old-world charm of the Arrabelle 
at Vail Square, reminiscent of Europe’s grandest 
resorts and the architectural style that inspired 
Vail in its earliest days.

Vail, CO

THE ARRABELLE AT  
VAIL SQUARE



Yountville, CA

BARDESSONO

Representing simplified elegance of 
wine-country living, Bardessono establishes 
a new model of contemporary luxury in 
Napa Valley.

Lexus Owner Benefit: $100 dining credit at  
Bardessono’s Lucy Restaurant and Bar.
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Lexus Owner Benefit: $100 resort credit.

Blackberry Farm is a luxurious resort of 
breathtaking vistas, epicurean wonder, 
outdoor adventure and tranquil pastimes.

Walland, TN

BLACKBERRY FARM
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Lexus Owner Benefit: $100 resort credit.

Blackberry Mountain embodies a lifestyle of 
adventure, wellness, regional cuisine and                    
unwavering appreciation for the unencumbered 
natural environment of the Great Smoky Mountains.  

Walland, TN

BLACKBERRY MOUNTAIN
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Lexus Owner Benefit: Room upgrade (based on 
availability), a $100 resort credit and complimentary 
daily breakfast for two.

Sausalito, CA

CAVALLO POINT

Nestled at the foot of Golden Gate Bridge 
just minutes from San Francisco, Cavallo Point 
offers extraordinary experiences for all: nature, 
nurture, culture and adventure.



Lexus Owner Benefit: Upgrade upon arrival (based on 
availability) daily continental breakfast for two, $100 resort credit 
(one per booking) and 15% off chartered boat excursions.
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The award-winning resort features a luxurious 
spa, a fleet of first-class boats, a full calendar 
of activities for families, and an exceptional 
variety of world-class dining experiences.

Chatham, MA

CHATHAM BARS INN



Lexus Owner Benefit: Lexus Owner Benefit: Lexus owners 
enjoy a complimentary curated bottle of wine or liquor from a 
local distillery during their stay at the green o.

Nestled in a dense forest on the sprawling  
Paws Up Ranch®, the green o is a hidden gem 
surrounded by swaying pines. Though there  
are only 12 adults-only Haus accommodations,  
the green o provides access to a wealth of  
year-round adventures and special events. 
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Greenough, MT

THE GREEN O



Hotel Jerome is the iconic hotel of the American 
West and social hub of Aspen: warm, friendly and 
busting with life and laughter. Charming and full of 
personality, this is the place where great stories are 
born and told. You can’t experience Aspen without 
experiencing Jerome.

Aspen, CO
HOTEL JEROME

Lexus Owner Benefit: $100 Resort Credit
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Vail, CO
THE HYTHE

Where sophistication and celebration are  
at their peak. Inspired by the shared passions  
of Vail’s founding visionaries, this luxurious  
alpine haven invites you to indulge in a rarified  
collection of the mountain’s most exquisite gifts.

Lexus Owner Benefit: $100 F&B Dinner credit to  
Margie’s Haas.
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Lexus Owner Benefit: Lexus owners enjoy a complimentary 
private chef upgrade for one dining experience during their stay 
at The Resort at Paws Up (for up to six people).

Greenough, MT

THE RESORT AT PAWS UP

It’s been called America’s Private National Park™. 
Encompassing 37,000 acres of meadows, rolling 
foothills, pine forests and 10 miles of the legendary 
Blackfoot River, Paws Up offers more than 70  
outdoor adventures. Accommodations include  
safari-style tents and luxury homes. 



Each a haven for pampered relaxation and 
luxury, The Lodge at Pebble Beach, The Inn 
at Spanish Bay and Casa Palmero maintain 
time-honored traditions of exemplary service 
and amenities.

Pebble Beach, CA

PEBBLE BEACH RESORTS

Lexus Owner Benefit: $100 resort credit (with a minimum 
two-night stay at full rate at Pebble Beach Resorts).
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Overlooking the ocean, with a spectacular 
view of the Big Sur coastline, Post Ranch Inn 
provides the ultimate accomodations for a 
romantic getaway and luxurious escape. 

Big Sur, CA
POST RANCH INN

Lexus Owner Benefit: One complimentary lunch for  
two at award-winning Sierra Mar restaurant during a hotel 
stay (excludes alcohol, tax and gratuity).
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Experience authentic Southern hospitality in 
the intimate setting of Rosewood Mansion 
on Turtle Creek.

Dallas, TX

ROSEWOOD MANSION 
ON TURTLE CREEK

Lexus Owner Benefit: $100 dining credit at the iconic 
Mansion Restaurant during stay.
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Rancho Palos Verdes, CA
TERRANEA RESORT

Overlooking the vast blue Pacific, 
Terranea’s tranquil oceanfront retreat 
offers a welcoming haven from your 
everyday routine.

Lexus Owner Benefit: $100 resort credit per stay and 
complimentary valet parking when you arrive in your Lexus.
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Perched atop Beacon Hill and steps away 
from all Boston has to offer, XV Beacon 
offers refined, personalized service in an 
exquisite atmosphere.

Boston, MA
XV BEACON

Lexus Owner Benefit: $100 dining credit at award-
winning modern steakhouse restaurant.
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Lexus is proud to offer a luxurious driving experience during your stay. As the preferred vehicle 
of the hotel properties, we invite all overnight guests to enjoy complimentary use of a Lexus. 

With unlimited destinations to explore, Lexus has curated this unique opportunity to authentically 
immerse yourself in the local area and discover what it means to experience amazing. 

Please check with your concierge for more details. Restrictions may apply. 

Lexus Driving Experience

LX 600 // Options shown



LX 600 // Options shown

EXPERIENCE 
AMAZING 
EVENTS

Experience the Lexus Lifestyle. Take advantage of owner benefits 
and unique driving opportunities at world-class culinary, luxury travel, 
sporting and auto events across the country. 

Find out more at drivers.lexus.com/lexusdrivers/rewards-and-events

FOOD & WINE Classic in Aspen

Lexus Culinary Classic

Lexus Culinary CinemaLexus Culinary Classic



Lexus Wellness Destination

Lexus Culinary Masters

Napa Valley Vintners

Lexus Wellness Destination

Lexus Culinary Masters



Lexus, in partnership with Blackberry Mountain, is proud 
to bring you the first-ever Lexus Off-Road Adventure. This 
experience places you in the driver’s seat of a Lexus GX to 
tackle the rough terrain of the Great Smoky Mountains.

Options shown

#DrivingAmazing  #LexusDestinations



Lexus Owner Benefits
For a full list of benefits offered to Lexus owners 
and to redeem your owner benefits, please visit:

 
LexusHotels.com

@lexus @lexus @lexususa

Find inspiration and share your experiences with us on social media.

#LexusDestinations

 



 




